WELCOME
to our wonderful fund-raising campaign, called

„TAFEL“ ( that means table)
We just give you some information about this special ,charitable
organisation , one of the greatest social movements of our time.
In Germany there is plenty of food, but several people can’t afford to buy all
her food in the supermarkets.
The “Tafeln” are trying in order to compensate:
Volunteers collect surplus, but qualitative and perfect food from the
supermarkets and from people who wants to give and distribute them to
people in need. It’s a bridge between surplus and lack.
Many volunteers and Sponsors make it possible also in Herzogenaurach.
So it is clear that there are at one time there is more or less food in the
distribution office. Sometimes you have more milk and bread and
sometimes more vegetables. That depends what the volunteers can collect.
You can choose what you want to eat, the volunteers offer you an
average package of the existing food this day. Some you can choose by
your own and for fresh things like milk, meat,bread or so you have to
ask.
Don’t worry if you find an expired date. In Germany there are
“Mindesthaltbarkeit” perishability and “verbrauchen bis” ( using it till...
that means you have to eat it not after the date that means usually fresh
meet or fish))
All other food you can eat all this without fear it is still good ! Just use your
eyes, nose and try it.
(For more information we will translate this later)

Everyone gives what he has!

We have to make some organisation for distributing!
The volunteers are sometimes not familiar with a great number of people
coming, you should respect their notice. At the moment there are a lot of
newcomers, so be patient.
It is important that you are
 punctual and
 in the right group!
 Don’t forget some money and bags(!) for carrying the food.

Be there only 10 minutes before the distribution will begin, there is no
place to sit! One group will enter and collect a number and will be served
after numbers.
Pay , when it is your term (1Person 1€, 2 Persons 1,50€, Families 2€)
Now you can choose what you want of all things in the baskets, for
fresh food you are asked. In case you don’t know any of the food, just ask
your volunteer host.
Be sure you will eat it. All other things leave, there are other people who
perhaps would like it.
GUTEN APPETIT!

